
Competing Chinese Philosophies 
Directions: Examine the excerpts from the three philosophers and decide which you think would be best suited for 

guiding and informing the functioning of the government in Ancient China, or even in general. 
 

The Analects by Confucius (Founder of Confucianism) 
 

“If a ruler himself behaves properly, all will go well without giving orders. But if he himself does 
not behave properly, even though he gives orders they will not be obeyed… If the people are 

led by laws, and regulated by (kept in line with) punishments, they will try to avoid the 
punishment, but will have no sense of shame. If they are led by virtue, and regulated by 

the rules of propriety (proper behavior), they will have the sense of shame, and 
moreover will become good... 

 
Let [the ruler] preside over [the people] with gravity (seriousness); then they will 
reverence (respect) him. Let him be filial and kind to all; then they will be faithful 
to him… The requirements of government are that there be sufficiency a food, of 
military equipment, and the confidence of the people in their ruler… [If one must 
be lost, then lose] the military equipment. [If another must be lost, lose] the 
food, [because] if the people have no faith in their rulers there is no standing for 
the State. 

 
 

Dao De Jing by Loazi (Founder of Daoism) 
 
“The highest goodness is like water, for water is excellent in benefiting all things, and it 
does not strive… in governing men and in serving Heaven, there is nothing like moderation 
for only by moderation can there be an early return to the normal state of humankind. 
This early return is the same as a great storage of virtue. With a great storage of virtue 
there is nothing that may not be achieved. If there is nothing that may not be achieved, 
then no one will know to what extent this power reaches. And if no one knows to what 
extent a men’s power reaches, that man is fit to be the ruler of a state…. 
 
Use uprightness in ruling a state; practice indirect methods of waging war; 
practice non-interference in order to win the Empire… the greater number of 
laws and enactments, the more thieves and robbers there will be. Therefore the 
Sage [Loazi] says: ‘So long as I do nothing, the people will work out their own 
reformation (improvement). So long as I love calm, the people will right themselves. If only I keep from meddling, the 
people will grow rich. It only I am free from desire, the people will come naturally back to simplicity…’” 
 
 

Hanfeizi by Hanfeizi (Founder of Legalism) 
 

If conformers to law are strong, the country is strong; if conformers to law are weak, the 
country is weak ... Hence to govern the state by law is to praise the right and blame the wrong.  
When a sage [wise person] governs a state, he does not rely on the people to do good out of 
their own will. Instead, he sees to it that they are not allowed to do what is not good. If he 

relies on people to do good out of their own will, within the borders of the state not even 
ten persons can be counted on [to do good]. Yet, if one sees to it that they are not 

allowed to do what is not good, the whole state can be brought to uniform order. 
Whoever rules should ... not devote his attention to virtue, but to law. 

 

 


